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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Sixth Day: Sunday, November 5, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 51-11-10-8—22%W, 57%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)INDIAN TRICK: Never off the board at CD; cuts back, gets pocket trip   
(#7)GREELY’S COMET: Quick pace sets up his late kick; at best for $16K 
(#6)DIXIE KICKS: Returns off shelf for new outfit; fuels a quick pace 
(#1)SOUL STRATEGY: Closer will be rolling late; third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-6-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)DADDY’S MEMORY: Tick cheap but fits here; tactical speed a big asset   
(#8)LIKE A HAINT: Won three of last four on the dirt; horse for the course 
(#7)DISTINCTLY MINE: Placed in 8-of-10 starts in 2017; capable off layoff 
(#5)DANCING DOVE: Two-pronged class drop on the money; best at 6F trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-7-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)SEVENHEARTSWARRIOR: Pace factor on fence; improved on the rise   
(#5)SILVER COWBOY: Marked class drop the biggest attraction; cuts back 
(#11)OATER: Turf-to-dirt angle has some appeal; blinkers “on” for Amoss 
(#10)TIZ THAT: Minor improvement on dirt; takes a triple-dip class drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-11-10 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)UNDRAFTED: Closer in a speed-laden heat; holds back-class advantage   
(#4)BALANDEEN: Toss G2 try; good effort 2-back on the Matt Winn Course 
(#7)PLATINUM PRINCE: 1 for last 10 but capable fresh; prefers “firm” turf 
(#6)GORGEOUS BIRD: Stakes winner on dirt; has improved of late on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-7-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)C ISLANDSURPRISE: Catches soft crew, loves CD; cut back to 8F a +  
(#7)BEMUS POINT: Forwardly placed in a field with a dearth of early speed 
(#1)LANEY: Closer needs pace up front; barn off to a great start at the tilt 
(#6)DIAMOND TAP: Faith Healer’s win yesterday flattering; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-1-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)BLUE RIDGE GIRL: Outfit hits at a gaudy clip off claim; love hood “on”   
(#10)EVER SPECIAL: Woke up for a tag and tighter 2nd off shelf; good post 
(#8)RIGHT ON BY: Useful past form at Churchill; good fit for $30,000 
(#7)HONOR’S PARADE: Like the stretch out to a one-turn mile type setup 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-8-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)DIG CHARLIE DIG: Best sprinting on dirt; ultimate equipment change   
(#5)MY EMINENCE: Hard luck gray has had trouble in 3 of last 4 starts 
(#7)SURF SHACK: Barn wins at a healthy clip off long layoffs; cost $400K 
(#1)GASAWAY: Done little wrong and improving; first start for new outfit 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-7-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)SHIP DISTURBER: Steps up but gets trip; won seven of 11 in 2017   
(#2)CONTROL STAKE: In snug for $40K; presses Manhattan Mischief 
(#6)MANHATTAN MISCHIEF: Sets a pressured pace; great claim for $16K 
(#8)STORMY PACIFIC: Makes first start off the claim for the Amoss barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)MOM’S ON STRIKE: Stakes placed on grass; won with blinkers “off”   
(#10)TAMIT(IRE): Runs well fresh; gets away from New York inner turf 
(#5)LITTLE MIZZY: Fired off lengthy hiatus in last; tighter this go-around 
(#8)ARAMINTA: Closer rallies for a minor award; 10-1 on the morning line 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-5-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#1)FULL HEART: Creeps in for $8,000 tag; love the cutback to six panels   
(#11)THE LAST PROPHET: Has never run poorly for Hartman; fits for $8K 
(#2)ORIENTAL CROWN: Exits open claiming ranks; route-to-sprint a plus 
(#4)GO BEEJA: Good form on “fast” strips; hooked next-out winner in last 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-11-2-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


